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Abstract
Aim: We aimed to investigate the prognostic utility of thiol disulfide levels, a novel parameter for oxidative stress, in critically ill patients who presented at the 
emergency room and required intensive care.
Material and Methods: This prospective study has included 79 patients as the ‘patient group’ and 71 healty volunteers of similar age group with no complaint 
as the ‘control group’. We analyzed the groups based on age, gender, presenting symptoms, states of consciousness, acute physiological condition, levels of 
native thiol (NT), total thiol (TT), disulfide, ischemia modified albumin (IMA), and ferroxidase. The mortality status of the patients was determined after a period 
of 28 days.
Results: Both the patient and control groups were divided into subgroups based on gender and age, and statistical analysis was conducted. However, no 
significant differences were observed between these subgroups. In terms of NT and TT values, the patient group exhibited significantly lower levels compared 
to the control group (p < 0.001). The patient group displayed a significant increase in values for index 1, index 2, and index 3 when compared to the control 
group.
Compared to 28-day mortality, NT and TT values were lower and statistically significant in patients who died (p<0.001).  When the disulfide and ferroxidase 
values were compared the patient and the control, no statistically significant difference was found. Although the IMA value increased significantly in the patient 
group, no significant difference was detected in terms of mortality.
Discussion: NT and TT levels as oxidative stress indicators were significantly and negatively correlated with 28 day mortality rates and it is suggested that 
there may be a significant parameter to determine the patient prognosis.
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Introduction
Emergency departments (ED) and intensive care units are health 
care units that are vital for critically ill patient care who require 
a multidisciplinary approach. Early detection of risk in patients 
who may develop cardiac arrest and mortality is important for 
early intervention. Many diagnostic methods are used to detect 
risky patients early and determine their prognosis.
Oxidative stress is the loss of balance between the production 
of free radicals or reactive oxygen species and the antioxidant 
system [1, 2]. Thiol is an organic compound containing a 
sulfhydryl group that has a critical role in preventing oxidative 
stress in cells. Dynamic thiol-disulfide balance has a critical role 
in antioxidant defense, detoxification and many other issues 
[1, 2]. According to many recent studies, it has been shown 
that disruption of the thiol-disulfide balance can cause many 
diseases. [3].This double-sided balance could only be measured 
by one side since 1979, but with the new method developed by 
Erel and Neselioğlu in 2021, both variables can be evaluated 
separately and collectively [1, 2].
Albumin is one of the most abundant proteins in the body of 
mammals and its content in blood is approximately 60-65% of 
total plasma proteins. Albumin properties change under ischemic 
attacks associated with oxidative stress, production of reactive 
oxygen species and acidosis. Under these conditions, ischemia-
modified albumin (IMA) is produced, which has reduced metal-
binding capacity, especially for transition metals such as 
copper, nickel, and cobalt. Today, it has been determined that 
IMA increases in many diseases [4].
Ferroxidase activity is a crucial component in maintaining 
the balance of iron within the body and is involved in defense 
mechanisms against oxidative stress. It serves as an essential 
antioxidant, safeguarding biomolecules from harm caused by 
free oxygen radicals [5, 6].
In our study, we aimed to investigate the relation of oxidative 
stress parameters such as native thiol (NT), total thiol (TT), 
disulfide (D), IMA, ferroxidase measurements with prognostic 
usability and mortality in critically ill patients who applied to 
ED. 

Material and Methods
This study was conducted between November 2017 - April 2018 
in an Education and Research Hospital ED. All patients read the 
informed consent form and gave written informed consent for 
study participation.  A total of 150 patients were included in the 
study. 79 patients with intensive care indications older than 18 
years and 71 healthy volunteers were selected to be the patient 
and the control group, respectively.  Patients were evaluated 

prospectively. Patients who were pregnant and who refused 
to participate in the study were excluded. Blood samples were 
taken within the first hour of ED admission, before starting any 
medication.  
The patients were examined in terms of age, gender, presenting 
semptoms, states of consciousness, acute physiological 
condition were all evaluated. Using the new method developed 
by Erel and Neselioglu, the patients’ antioxidant parameters ( 
NT, D, and  TT ) were also studied. Additionally, the study involved 
analyzing the disulfide/native thiol ratio (index 1), disulfide/total 
thiol ratio (index 2), and native thiol/total thiol ratio (index 3). 
The patients’ levels of IMA and ferroxidase were also examined. 
All measurements were conducted using an Autocobas 501 
auto-analyzer from Roche-Hitachi in Mannheim, Germany. The 
decision for hospitalization was based on the patients’ Apache 
2 score, and the outcome of interest was whether each patient 
survived or died within 28 days.
Statistical Analyses
Statistical analysis of this study was performed with SPSS 
Statistics 16.0 for Windows.  While evaluating the study data, 
frequency distributions were given for categorical variables 
and descriptive statistics were given for continuous variables. 
Shapiro Wilk normality test was used for continuous variables. 
Mann Whitney U test, which is a nonparametric test, was used 
for median comparisons in pairwise independent groups, since 
the OSI value did not satisfy the assumption of normality 
(p<0.05) as a result of the test. Independent Samples-t test 
was used to compare the mean of the data in two groups with 
normal distribution.  Chi-Square tests were performed on 2x2 
and 3x2 tables in the evaluation of independent frequency data. 
Multiple logistic regression analysis was performed to evaluate 
the factors affecting mortality. ROC analysis was performed in 
parameters that were found to be significant for mortality and 
the area under the curve was calculated. Pearson correlation 
analysis for data showing normal distribution in the evaluation 
of correlation of continuous variables, Spearman correlation 
analysis was used for data not showing normal distribution. p 
value of <0.05 was used for statistical significance.
Ethical Approval
This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Medical 
School of Yıldırım Beyazıt University. (Date: 2017-10-25, No: 
26379996).

Results
A total of 150 subjects, comprising 79 patients and 71 healthy 
volunteers, were included in the study. In terms of distribution 
of gender and age, no significant difference was detected 

GENDER* AGE**

WOMEN MEN Count
Column 

N %
Mean

Standard 
Deviation

Median Min Max

Count Row N % Count Row N % PATIENT/ 
CONTROL

CONTROL 71 47,30% 68 14 72 21 90

PATIENT/ CONTROL

CONTROL 27 38,00% 44 62,00% PATIENT 79 52,70% 68 21 73 19 96

PATIENT 31 39,20% 48 60,80% TOTAL TOTAL 150 100,00% 68 18 72 19 96

 * Chi-square test; 0,879 ** Mann-Whitney-U test; IQR;  p = 0,244

Table 1. Gender distribution and the mean and median of age  in all patients
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Table 3. The relationship between Erel panel and 1 month mortality

Table 2. Erel panel according to patient and control groups distribution

EREL panel in all patients Mean Standard Deviation Median Minimum Maximum p-value

NATIV THIOL

TOTAL TOTAL 295 123,1 277,9 69 707

<0,001
RESULT AFTER 1 MONTH

LIVING 335,34 126,4 314 82 707

EXITUS 241,6 96,73 228 69 510

DISULFIDE

TOTAL TOTAL 20,72 22,48 18,25 1,2 165

0,417
RESULT AFTER 1 MONTH

LIVING 23,7 28 19,45 1,65 165

EXITUS 16,78 11,04 17,23 1,2 40,9

TOTAL THIOL

TOTAL TOTAL 329,97 132,4 322,5 28 802

<0,001
RESULT AFTER 1 MONTH

LIVING 370,9 139,77 363,3 28 802

EXITUS 275,79 100,4 266 127,6 550

INDEX1

TOTAL TOTAL 0,0875 0,1005 0,0571 0,0028 0,561

0,699
RESULT AFTER 1 MONTH

LIVING 0,0879 0,1106 0,0549 0,0028 0,561

EXITUS 0,0869 0,0868 0,0598 0,0062 0,4406

INDEX2

TOTAL TOTAL 0,0784 0,1155 0,0512 0,0027 0,9071

0,774
RESULT AFTER 1 MONTH

LIVING 0,0872 0,1465 0,0495 0,0027 0,9071

EXITUS 0,0667 0,0518 0,0533 0,0062 0,2347

INDEX3

TOTAL TOTAL 0,9644 0,8119 0,8989 0,4686 8,0357

0,299
RESULT AFTER 1 MONTH

LIVING 1,0402 1,071 0,9076 0,4686 8,0357

EXITUS 0,8639 0,1024 0,8914 0,5328 1,0104

IMA

TOTAL TOTAL 74,519 6,58752 74,8 52,5 93,7

0,583
RESULT AFTER 1 MONTH

LIVING 74,3933 6,75239 74,6 52,5 93,7

EXITUS 74,6853 6,45972 74,85 58,4 87

Ferroksidase

TOTAL TOTAL 486,66 215,53 474,9 15,9 1038,9

0,322
RESULT AFTER 1 MONTH

LIVING 511,66 205,09 518 71,9 979,6

EXITUS 453,58 227,45 460,65 15,9 1038,9

NT: Native thiol, TT: Total thiol, D: Disulfide, Index 1:D/NT, Index 2: D/TT, Index 3 : NT/TT, IMA: Ischemia Modified Albumin

EREL panel in all patients Count Mean Standard Deviation Median Minimum Maximum p-value

NATİV THIOL
PATIENT/CONTROL

CONTROL 71 413,12 73,14 416,9 246,7 578,3

<0,001PATIENT 79 295 123,1 277,9 69 707

TOTAL TOTAL 150 350,91 118,1 360 69 707

DISULFIDE
PATIENT/CONTROL

CONTROL 71 18,13 7,18 17,3 5,05 35,7

0,244PATIENT 79 20,72 22,48 18,25 1,2 165

TOPLAM TOTAL 150 19,5 17,05 18 1,2 165

TOPLAM THIOL
PATIENT/CONTROL

CONTROL 71 449,33 73,13 454 285,6 619,7

<0,001PATIENT 79 329,97 132,4 322,5 28 802

TOTAL TOTAL 150 386,47 123,55 391,75 28 802

INDEX1
PATIENT/CONTROL

CONTROL 71 0,0456 0,0204 0,0458 0,0088 0,1028

0,018PATIENT 79 0,0875 0,1005 0,0571 0,0028 0,561

TOTAL TOTAL 150 0,0677 0,0769 0,0488 0,0028 0,561

INDEX2
PATIENT/CONTROL

CONTROL 71 0,0412 0,0168 0,0419 0,0086 0,0853

0,019PATIENT 79 0,0784 0,1155 0,0512 0,0027 0,9071

TOTAL TOTAL 150 0,0608 0,0864 0,0444 0,0027 0,9071

INDEX3
PATIENT/CONTROL

CONTROL 71 0,9177 0,0338 0,9161 0,8294 0,9827

0,028PATIENT 79 0,9644 0,8119 0,8989 0,4686 8,0357

TOTAL TOTAL 150 0,9423 0,5884 0,9117 0,4686 8,0357

IMA
PATIENT/CONTROL

CONTROL 71 66,61 9,59 69,8 49,4 84

<0,001PATIENT 79 74,52 6,59 74,8 52,5 93,7

TOTAL TOTAL 150 70,78 9,03 72,05 49,4 93,7

Ferroksidase 
PATIENT/CONTROL

KONTROL 71 531,08 172,62 478,5 282,6 1054,1

0,229PATIENT 79 486,66 215,53 474,9 15,9 1038,9

TOTAL TOTAL 150 507,69 197,01 476,7 15,9 1054,1

Mann Whitney-U testi

NT: Native thiol, TT: Total thiol, D: Disulfide, Index 1:D/NT, Index 2: D/TT, Index 3 : NT/TT, IMA: Ischemia Modified Albumin
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between the two groups (chi-square, p = 0,879; Mann–Whitney 
U test, p = 0,134) (Table 1).
The critically ill patients included in the study who needed 
intensive care were followed up mostly in terms of lower 
respiratory tract infections, neurological diseases such as 
cerebrovascular accident and seizures, and at least in terms of 
oncological emergencies.
NT and TT values in the patient group were significantly 
lower than in the control group (p: <0.001) (Table 2). In the 
patient group, index 1, index 2 and index 3 values increased 
significantly compared to the control group ( Table 2 ). The 
IMA value was significantly higher in the patient group than in 
the control group (p: <0.001) (Table 2).When the disulfide and 
ferroxidase values were compared the patient and the control, 
no statistically significant difference was found  ( Table 2 ).
When Erel panel parameters were compared with 28-day 
mortality, NT and TT values were significantly lower in the non-
surviving group. When the index values, disulfide and ferroksidase   
were evaluated in terms of mortality, no statistically significant 
difference was found between the surviving and non-surviving 
groups. Although the IMA value increased significantly in the 
patient group, no significant difference was detected in terms 
of mortality (Table 3).

Discussion
The presence of oxidative stress in critically ill patients is known 
to be linked with unfavorable outcomes. Roth et al.’s study 
aligns with our own research, as they discovered that oxidative 
stress parameters were associated with conditions such as 
sepsis, trauma, kidney failure, and ARDS. However, their study 
was limited because they were unable to measure the specific 
oxidative stress parameters, namely thiol and disulfide levels, 
individually [7].
Another study conducted by Alonso de Vega et al. in 2002 
involving 68 patients, found that oxidative stress parameters 
were higher in critically ill patients with SIRS than in other 
patients [8].
In the study of Abiles et al., it was found that the worsening of 
the condition of critically ill patients in the ICU was related to 
oxidative stress [9].
In another study conducted by Bircan et al. on 45 patients, it 
was found that low levels of total antioxidant capacity may be 
significant with low levels in the diagnosis of the disease, but it 
was not correlated with the prognosis [10].
In our study although the IMA value increased statistically in 
the patient group, no significant difference was found in terms 
of mortality. Unlike ours, in 2007 Aparci et al., found that IMA 
increased in the patient group and was correlated with one-
year mortality in their study conducted on coronary intensive 
care unit patients diagnosed with acute coronary syndrome 
(ACS) [11].
According to Yıldız’s study, TT and NT levels in sepsis and 
septic shock patients were found to be significantly lower than 
the control group, consistent with our study. In our study, the 
disulfide level was high but not significant in the patient group, 
while in this study, the disulfide level was low but not significant. 
In our study, we observed that the levels of native thiol (NT) 
and total thiol (TT) were significantly higher in the group of 

patients who survived compared to the group of patients who 
did not survive. This finding was statistically significant, which 
differs from previous research where the difference was not 
statistically significant [12].
While in our study, TTl and NT values were significantly low for 
28-day mortality, in another study, no significant difference was 
observed between the surviving and non-surviving groups in 
terms of initial TT, NT, disulfide and IMA levels. This difference 
may be due to the fact that only patients diagnosed with sepsis 
were studied or the sample size was different [13]. 
Similarly, in a study involving newborn patients, Aydoğan et al. 
showed that the natural thiol and total thiol levels of patients 
with sepsis were lower than healthy newborns, and the serum 
disulfide/total thiol ratio was higher [14]. 
However, in another study using the same measurement 
technique as this study, in the patient group, NT, TT and index 3 
were lower, index 1 and 2 were higher, and when patients with 
and without 28-day mortality were compared in terms of NT, 
TT, D and index 1, 2 and 3, the difference in no parameter was 
statistically significant [15].
According to the study conducted by Prashanth and colleagues, 
patients diagnosed with sepsis who were admitted to the 
intensive care unit had significantly higher levels of IMA 
compared to those without sepsis. Elevated IMA levels indicate 
the presence of ischemic damage, which can be indicative of a 
poorer prognosis [16].
Limitation
The limitations of our study are; Comorbid diseases that may 
have affected oxidative stress parameters were not excluded 
from the study, and post-treatment oxidative parameters were 
not studied. Another limitation is the small sample size.
Conclusion
Our results indicated that thiol/disulphide homeostasis could be 
a good biochemical risk marker in critically ill patients in the ED. 
Further studies are needed to reveal the prognostic value of TT, 
NT, IMA, disulfide and indexes for patients who need intensive 
care in the ED.
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